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Abstract. The American Rescue Plan Act was both a major infusion of economic aid to low-income and middle-class Americans and an opportunity for the Biden Administration to keep its promise to promote racial equity. This Essay analyzes ARPA’s major provisions to determine their potential impact on racial equity. It argues that the Biden Administration should do more to tackle racial wealth inequality and the structural issues in the tax code that allow those at the top of the income distribution to benefit disproportionately from tax subsidies. It also underscores the larger challenge of achieving racial equity in the face of courts, particularly conservative judges, that treat race-based policies designed to counteract racial inequities as discriminatory.

Introduction: Moving into Uncharted Territory

On January 20, 2021, as the Biden Administration formally took over the White House, a significant shift in racial policy commenced. Gone were the days of executive orders banning diversity training and establishing a 1776 Commission.1 On his first day in office, the new President issued an executive order to advance racial equity (RE) in communities through the federal government.2 The order was notable for its chosen language, which invoked equity rather than equality. In eschewing more traditional notions of racial equality, President Biden was explicitly framing his presidency within the race-conscious,
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antisubordination camp. While racial equality has come to connote equal treatment and race blindness, sometimes even accommodating reverse-discrimination claims, RE is firmly race conscious. Instead of relying on equal treatment, RE seeks to ensure fairness in treatment and access to resources for all. RE speaks the language of historical disparities and systemic racism—barriers that it aims to remove. The executive order’s genuine commitment to RE is an important symbolic departure from previous administrations, but it puts the Biden Administration on a collision course with federal courts advocating for colorblindness.

Within the span of a week, the Biden Administration issued four executive actions to advance RE in housing and criminal justice. This flurry of activity reflected the fact that there was a lot of work to be done: a significant portion of the nation’s minorities had lost faith in local law enforcement, and the COVID-19 pandemic had a disproportionately devastating impact on minority communities. It was within this context that the Administration proposed its $1.9 trillion recovery bill, which Congress passed without any Republican votes in the Senate and signed into law as the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) on March 11, 2021. This legislation was notable in its approach to stimulus and recovery. Rather than focusing its investments on infrastructure, which the Biden

Administration later set out in a separate proposal, the bulk of the stimulus measure focused on redistribution through the tax system. The redistributive efforts through the tax code revived longstanding debates about spending through the tax code, and the Internal Revenue Service’s (IRS’s) suitability and effectiveness as an administrator of federal benefits.

An underexplored dimension of the policy choice to heavily rely on the tax system is the relationship between the Administration’s commitment to RE and the tax code’s longstanding refusal to incorporate racism and other dimensions of social inequity into its notions of fairness. To this day, the IRS does not collect racial data on taxpayers. Rather, it exists as a colorblind agency, with neither the Form 1040 asking about race nor the agency including race or ethnicity in its published data analysis. Its neutrality is also mirrored by parts of the tax academy and establishment that have long resisted efforts to bring race into tax scholarship. This general principle of neutrality is also supported by a substantial portion of the nation that believes in colorblindness. Even if people care about inequality, they do not want racial classifications to be used in decision-making. The Administration’s commitment to RE seems to contradict such race neutrality.
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This Essay analyzes ARPA from the standpoint of RE. While analysis reveals that the Biden Administration made some progress on RE through ARPA, in the months since its passage, federal courts have undermined some of this progress by halting race-conscious equity programs in ARPA. This Essay argues that race consciousness is central to achieving RE. It further emphasizes that RE requires more than traditional policies that target financial need. Truly achieving RE requires confronting the intergenerational nature of wealth. Racial disparities in wealth can be linked to historical inequities which undermine equal opportunity. In order for race to not be a major determinant of life chances as RE demands, I argue that the racial wealth gap must be closed. If the Administration wants to increase the impact of its RE efforts, it must strive to alleviate not only poverty, but also structural issues like the racial wealth gap, a task made more difficult by recent court rulings.

This Essay proceeds as follows. Part I defines and describes RE as a substantive antidiscrimination concept and suggests methods for determining whether a policy promotes it. Part II analyzes several provisions of ARPA using these methods to reveal that much of the legislation’s work targeted those in need and disproportionately benefited racial minorities. A few provisions also worked to reverse historic discrimination in a race-conscious manner, consistent with RE. Yet, courts halted two of the most promising ARPA programs because of the programs’ reliance on racial classifications. Part III focuses on the two places where ARPA’s RE policies currently fall short: (1) the need to tackle wealth inequality more forthrightly and (2) the more difficult task of using race-conscious remedies when a substantial part of the nation favors colorblindness.
I. DEFINING RACIAL EQUITY: IT IS MORE THAN JUST EQUALITY

This Part seeks to define what is meant by RE, because it directly impacts the analysis of ARPA. The Biden Administration’s definition of RE overlaps with the common understanding of the phrase. RE is connected to systemic issues, such as the racial wealth gap. I then set up an RE continuum, which asks three questions to determine how much a policy promotes RE.

A. The Definition of Racial Equity

President Biden’s Executive Order No. 13985 advancing RE required all administrative agencies to find ways to remove systemic barriers to opportunity,21 mandated that the Office of Management and Budget find ways to promote equity in the budget,22 and formed a working group to identify inadequacies in federal data collection and improving data collection practices.23 The order defined equity as “the consistent and systematic fair, just, and impartial treatment of all individuals, including individuals who belong to underserved communities” and defined those communities to include disadvantaged minorities.24 The Administration rooted its advancement of RE on equal opportunity, an uncontroversial American value.25 As part of equal opportunity, the Administration also identified an affirmative responsibility for the government to advance not only equity, but also “civil rights, racial justice, and equal opportunity.”26

The Administration directly linked equity to a historical legacy of injustices that certain groups have suffered.27 The executive order acknowledged how such inequity is reflected in decision-making across the government apparatus and thus requires a systemic approach to overcome it. The goal was to “provide everyone with the opportunity to reach their full potential.”28 This acknowledgement linked the Administration’s equity efforts to normative approaches that

22. Id. at 7010.
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encourage flourishing. These approaches focus on the actual capability of individuals to achieve well-being, rather than a mere right to access. Moreover, the acknowledgement distanced the Administration from justice frameworks that advocate for civil rights without providing individuals with the resources needed to exercise those rights.

The Administration’s understanding of RE is similar to the definition accepted by various scholars, social groups, and activists. This definition is centered on building “a world where race is no longer a factor in the distribution of opportunity.” The shared concern with historic barriers that prevent human flourishing is echoed by several pro-equity organizations. These groups have distinguished equality, which requires equal treatment, from equity, which requires treating individuals differently based on need. Racial equality was a particularly important paradigm during the civil-rights era when nonwhite people did not have equal standing or treatment under the law. But more recently, a debate has arisen about whether equality is enough and whether equity is a more important principle. Despite civil-rights era legislation guaranteeing equal rights, substantial racial disparities in healthcare, criminal justice, and wealth

30. Our Constitution, wrote Judge Posner, “is a charter of negative rather than positive liberties . . . . The men who wrote the Bill of Rights were not concerned that Government might do too little for the people but that it might do too much to them. The Fourteenth Amendment, adopted in 1868 at the height of laissez-faire thinking, sought to protect Americans from oppression by state government, not to secure them basic governmental services.” Jackson v. City of Joliet, 715 F.2d 1200, 1203 (7th Cir. 1983).
34. See id.
continue to thrive. For example, Black women are three times more likely to
die during childbirth than white women. RE calls for more than formal rights.
Some have come to recognize RE as an “economic necessity” that “creates
the conditions for all to flourish.” In a recent report, McKinsey linked RE to
improving the economic well-being of individuals and companies across the
economy, estimating that closing the racial wealth gaps would lift GDP by eight to
twelve percent. Achieving RE would be life-changing for millions of Americans.

B. Analyzing How Policies Promote Racial Equity

The Biden Administration’s reliance on RE seeks to apply some lessons
learned from Great Society programs. Since the 1960s, the federal govern-
ment’s approach to tackling racial inequality, rooted in President Johnson’s do-

cumentary agenda, has been to wage a war to eliminate poverty and racial injustice.
The 1960s civil-rights legislation aimed to close racial disparities. However,
while poverty has decreased dramatically nationwide, the racial wealth gap has
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been stagnant for the past fifty years.\textsuperscript{45} This is partly because of retrenchment and reduced aid during the 1980s and 1990s,\textsuperscript{46} but also because these programs did not tackle the root causes of systemic discrimination that created the inequities in the first place.\textsuperscript{47} Poverty alleviation and the provision of necessities rely on a minimalist approach that seeks to alleviate some of the worst outcomes from capitalism.\textsuperscript{48} This safety net is especially important during periods of crisis or economic shock, when the government increases spending and investing to prevent the economy from falling apart. Indeed, this was the one the aims of ARPA.\textsuperscript{49} But poverty alleviation is not RE per se. RE requires a more comprehensive dismantling of oppressive systems.\textsuperscript{50}

From these principles, we can create a set of questions to ask in order to determine if a policy promotes RE. This set of questions partly overlaps with recent


\textsuperscript{47} See, e.g., MELVIN L. OLIVER & THOMAS M. SHAPIRO, BLACK WEALTH/WHITE WEALTH: A NEW PERSPECTIVE ON RACIAL INEQUALITY 3 (1st ed. 1995) (arguing that wealth is central to tackling racial inequality in America).

\textsuperscript{48} See Elena Pribytkova, A Decent Social Minimum as a Matter of Justice, in ETHICAL ISSUES IN POVERTY ALLEVIATION 43-44 (Helmut P. Gaisbauer, Gottfried Schweiger & Clemens Sedmak eds., 2016).

\textsuperscript{49} See Press Release, The White House, President Biden Announces American Rescue Plan (Jan. 20, 2021), https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/legislation/2021/01/20/president-biden-announces-american-rescue-plan [https://perma.cc/S7S9-EJHG] (stating that the America Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) was a part of a plan to help rescue Americans from crisis and to assist them in recovery).

\textsuperscript{50} See Richard Leong, The Problem with That New Equity vs. Equality Cartoon You’re Sharing, MEDIUM (May 26, 2020), https://leong-richard212.medium.com/the-problem-with-that-new-equity-vs-equality-cartoon-youre-sharing-f1ebdfc793e8 [https://perma.cc/W2N9-A4N7] (“Driving equity and justice isn’t about tinkering with systems that just ended up being imbalanced, it’s about dismantling oppressive systems that are working exactly as they were designed. I often tell people, we are building a world that has never existed before. To achieve justice we must be open to change that can be deeply radical and transformative.” (emphasis omitted)).
scorecards that assess public policies under an RE lens.51 The resulting RE continuum is less detailed than such scorecards, which try to distinguish policies on a scale of zero to five. And unlike those scorecards, my focus is on identifying areas in the legal system that will either help or stand in the way of promoting RE in the long term. Three questions flow from the most basic of definitions of RE:

(1) Does the policy target individuals or groups based on need?
(2) Is the policy race conscious either by targeting aid to a racial group, ensuring equitable delivery of benefits, or ensuring that they are disproportionately targeting at disadvantaged minorities?
(3) Does the policy tackle root causes of racial inequality and removing barriers keeping certain racial groups disadvantaged?

By asking these questions, we can both analyze the strength and weaknesses of ARPA from an RE lens and consider policies on an RE continuum instead of looking at them as strictly RE policies or non-RE policies. Policies that meet all three of the criteria prioritize RE, while those that do not are either neutral or more likely to worsen racial inequities. ARPA included several major policies that met at least two parts of these criteria, as I discuss in Part II below.

II. THE BIDEN STIMULUS: INVESTING IN RACIAL EQUITY BY BOTH RACE-NEUTRAL AND RACE-CONSCIOUS MEANS

Having introduced the concept and goals of RE, I now turn to ARPA, analyzing some of its policies by using the RE continuum. This Part reveals that several central ARPA policies targeted individuals or groups based on need. They also disproportionately targeted racial minorities. However, court decisions have halted two race-conscious components of ARPA that met all three criteria of the RE continuum. These injunctions, while not fatal, have made the Biden Administration’s long-term RE efforts more challenging.

A. Several ARPA Polices Targeted Need but Fewer Tackled Systemic Discrimination

Some of the most discussed and impactful parts of ARPA focused on traditional income support and poverty-alleviation provisions in the mold of Great Society programs. This support was generous and impactful, but also temporary—as many fiscal-stimulus programs tend to be. This Section distinguishes between two distinct aspects of ARPA: its more traditional income-support policies that disproportionately benefited racial minorities, and its race-conscious RE efforts that also attempted to remove systemic barriers. Both kinds of policies are needed to tackle inequality, but the race-conscious policies have faced substantial constitutional hurdles.

In March 2021, the Urban Institute released projections of the effect that four of the policies passed under the stimulus bill would have on the poverty rate: the “(1) extension of pandemic-related unemployment insurance benefits, (2) extension of higher Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) benefits, (3) $1,400 recovery rebate payments, and (4) advance portion of the increased child tax credit.” The Urban Institute estimated that these features of the legislation would reduce the projected poverty rate from 13.7 to 8.7 percent (or from 44 million to 28 million). These were all need-based benefits targeted at either low-income individuals or the unemployed. Although tax-based aid often excludes individuals who do not work, these policies still captured a large percentage of individuals outside the workforce. For example, the poverty rate for children would be cut by more than half, and the rate for individuals experiencing
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54. Id. at 4.

55. For example, the earned income tax credit only reaches the working poor, but the extended unemployment-insurance benefits and higher Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) benefits in ARPA reach children whether or not their parents are in the labor force. See id. at 5 (underscoring the strength of the four combined policies in reaching different individuals).
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deep poverty would be cut by one-third.57 These provisions have already yielded results in alleviating economic hardship.58

While seemingly neutral, most of these provisions were also race-conscious in a broad sense. They were not explicitly targeted at any race, but by relying on means testing, they disproportionately benefited disadvantaged racial groups.59 For example, ARPA’s provisions would benefit Black and Hispanic people by reducing those groups’ poverty rates by 42% and 39% respectively, while reducing those same rates for white, non-Hispanic people by just 34%.60 In total, the four policies are projected to result in 16 million fewer people living in poverty in 2021.61 Given that ARPA is a temporary measure intended to counter the economic fallout of the COVID-19 pandemic, it is unclear whether its promising policies, especially the more generous child tax credit (CTC), will remain in place.62 If they do not, the gains might be quickly reversed.

Where these policies fall short is their lack of focus on historic systemic discrimination. ARPA does not tackle the central issues that lead to racial inequity in the first place. Because RE requires the consideration social hierarchy and historical injustices, these provisions of ARPA are not as impactful as others discussed below. Stronger RE provisions also look to undo decades of discrimination and set members of discriminated groups on a different course.

The direct link between wealth and RE efforts made by McKinsey is crucial to understanding the systemic hurdles that equity seeks to remove.63 Wealth and income are not the same, and focusing on income can undersell the true extent of inequality in America. A useful way to think about the difference is that income is more sensitive to life’s ups and downs. Thus, an individual may lose her

57. Id. at 5.
60. Wheaton et al., supra note 53, at 6–7.
61. Id. at 4.
63. Chui et al., supra note 40.
job (her source of income) but still have substantial investments (her source of wealth) to survive until she finds a new job. Wealth usually changes over longer periods of time and can reach across generations. Income is unequally distributed but much less so than wealth.\(^6^4\) Wealth-inequality scholars Melvin L. Oliver and Thomas M. Shapiro have called the racial wealth gap a “reliable racial justice filter for policy and institutional practice.”\(^6^5\)

ARPA also included aid that was more impactful on the RE continuum. As such, it met the three criteria outlined above because it targeted those in need, was race conscious, and addressed systemic issues of discrimination, including: (1) education, (2) farming, (3) housing, (4) small businesses, and (5) state and local aid.\(^6^6\)

ARPA’s more than $170 billion in education funding represents the largest ever single investment in schools.\(^6^7\) Local education agencies will receive over $100 billion as part of an elementary- and secondary-school emergency relief fund, which will remain available until September 30, 2023.\(^6^8\) Ninety percent of this funding must be distributed in proportion to a state’s Title I schools.\(^6^9\) Title
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I, Part A of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 provides financial assistance to agencies and schools with high percentages of low-income students.\footnote{20 U.S.C. §§ 6311-6339 (2018).} The purpose of the Act is to improve the educational opportunities of poor students and to oblige those districts receiving Title I funds to comply with various federal nondiscrimination statutes.\footnote{Julia Hanna, The Elementary and Secondary Education Act: 40 Years Later, HARV. GRADUATE SCH. EDUC. (Aug. 18, 2005), https://www.gse.harvard.edu/news/05/08/elementary-and-secondary-education-act-40-years-later [https://perma.cc/K6UD-ZYJW].} This in effect a targeting measure, since Title I school students are those most in need and are disproportionately racial minorities.\footnote{See Children in Title I Schools by Race and Ethnicity in the United States, ANNIE E. CASEY FOUND., https://datacenter.kidscount.org/data/tables/8418-children-in-title-i-schools-by-race-and-ethnicity [https://perma.cc/KV5M-5G7A] (showing that in the 2018-2019 school year, Title I school students classified as “American Indian or Alaskan Native,” “Asian or Pacific Islander,” “Black,” “Hispanic,” and “[t]wo or more races” outnumbered “White” students approximately two-to-one).} Title I schools tend to be those that have been hurt the most by a historical legacy of discrimination.\footnote{The statute was used as part of the congressional strategy of withholding aid to force progress by states and districts on civil rights. See Hanna, supra note 71.} ARPA also includes equity safeguards to ensure that the funds are used to increase services to students instead of filling budget gaps.\footnote{See American Rescue Plan Act of 2021, Pub. L. No. 117-2, § 2004, 135 Stat. 4, 24-27 (prohibiting states from disproportionately cutting funding to high-need local educational agencies as a condition of receiving ARPA educational funds).} Still, this Title I targeting is by no means perfect. Indeed, it shares some of the same overinclusiveness problems discussed in regard to ARPA poverty-alleviation policies. For example, education-law scholar Derek W. Black has underscored how the Title I formulas can advantage large school districts and benefit small states, despite those two characteristics not correlating with higher levels of student poverty.\footnote{Derek W. Black, The Congressional Failure to Enforce Equal Protection Through the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, 90 B.U. L. REV. 313, 317-18 (2010).}

be allocated to higher-education institutions based on exceptional need.\(^78\) Achieving the Dream, an institution that represents community colleges noted that this aid benefits communities that have been disproportionately affected by the pandemic.\(^79\) Finally, the bill also targets racial minorities more directly by providing more than $2.6 billion to Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs), approximately $190 million to Tribal Colleges and Universities, and more than $6 billion to Hispanic-Serving Institutions, and other minority-serving institutions.\(^80\) This could potentially allow those institutions to provide critical services, including extensive academic support and enhanced academic facilities, to students suffering the lingering effects of racial discrimination. HBCUs and other minority-serving institutions are underfunded partly because of funding formulas and discriminatory policies.\(^81\) Though not guaranteed, these potentially heightened outcomes could change the course of the lives of these students. This is an investment in the future of these institutions, some of which face difficult financial prospects.\(^82\)

ARPA also sought to address the impact of systemic discrimination on minority farmers.\(^83\) This discrimination was perpetrated by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) for decades and resulted in a large settlement for Black farmers, in what was the largest civil-rights class action in U.S. history.\(^84\) ARPA

\(^{78}\) American Rescue Plan Act § 2003; Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act § 314(a)(3); see also American Rescue Plan Act of 2021: Simulated Distribution of Higher Education Emergency Relief Funds, AM. COUNCIL ON EDUC., https://www.acenet.edu/Policy-Advocacy/Pages/HEA-ED/ARP-Higher-Education-Relief-Fund.aspx [https://perma.cc/F7UY-LAPG] (calculating that approximately $200 million will be allocated for institutions with exceptional need).


\(^{80}\) See Press Release, supra note 77.


\(^{82}\) See id.


\(^{84}\) See Pigford v. Glickman, 185 F.R.D. 82, 95–99 (D.D.C. 1999) (accepting proposed consent decree as fair, adequate, and reasonable); Proposed Consent Decree, Pigford, 185 F.R.D. 82
promised to finally compensate the descendants of victims of this discrimination.85 To that end, ARPA provided debt relief to socially disadvantaged farmers or ranchers (SDFR), including Black/African Americans, American Indians or Alaskan Natives, Hispanics or Latinos, and Asian Americans or Pacific Islanders.86 The Department could pay as much as 120% of each farmer’s or rancher’s debt on loans it made or guaranteed.87 Any socially disadvantaged borrower with direct or guaranteed farm loans as well as Farm Storage Facility Loans qualified for the aid.88 In addition, $1.01 billion was dedicated for grants and loans to improve land access for socially disadvantaged farmers, ranchers, and forest landowners, in addition to scholarships, outreach, financial training, and other technical assistance.89 This section of ARPA was an attempt to change historical problems in farming and bring relief.

In addition to addressing discrimination against minority farmers, ARPA also provided substantial housing assistance for those in need.90 It included $21.55 billion in Emergency Rental Assistance;91 $5 billion to support communities’ efforts to provide homeless assistance and supportive services;92 and $9.961 billion in funding through the Department of the Treasury to states, territories, tribes, and tribally designated housing entities to provide direct assistance to homeowners.93 These funds were targeted. At least 60% of the amounts in the Homeowner Assistance Fund must be used to assist homeowners below the median income in their area or in the United States.94 Again, while this assistance would need to be paired with changes in discriminatory rules to work toward RE, the support services and housing solutions could truly set the minorities in
those communities on a new course. After all, most Americans’ single biggest asset is their home, and homeownership has long been seen as central to closing the racial wealth gap. The guardrails and reporting requirements included in ARPA should help to ensure equitable delivery.

Aid for restaurants similarly took the historical inequities of socially disadvantaged groups into account. ARPA established an over $25 billion Restaurant Revitalization Fund for 2021 to be administered by the Small Business Administration (SBA). Importantly, $5 billion of this fund was allocated to restaurants whose gross receipts in 2019 were less than $500,000, and the first twenty-one days of the program prioritized small businesses owned by women, veterans, or socioeconomically disadvantaged individuals. This was important because ARPA sought to ameliorate one of the problems with inequitable distribution of aid: often those from disadvantaged backgrounds have less access to resources and connections to apply for aid in times of need. The application for aid is itself a hurdle, and in a race for funds, those with lesser resources face a significant disadvantage. The twenty-one days of priority aid could have saved minority-owned businesses and prevented job losses by giving them the time to apply.

ARPA also provided more than $300 billion to state, local, territorial, and tribal governments to mitigate the effects and disparities caused by the pandemic. Cities and local governments might be better able to target such aid
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and to counter some of the disparities in housing in their jurisdictions.103 Yet, some of the benefits to minorities depend on how states and cities distribute the aid and the assistance they provide for disadvantaged groups to access programs and services. Obstacles such as “lack of awareness, lack of connectivity, and outright discrimination” have prevented racial minorities from receiving aid in the past.104 If funds are passed on only to the savviest or well-connected citizens, then disparities will be exacerbated. ARPA’s aid package for state and local governments is very flexible and available until 2024.105 This apparent flexibility could have led to experimentation by states and local governments, but unfettered, it could also result in money being distributed inequitably. To prevent this inequitable distribution of aid, the Treasury has since stepped in to provide guidance.106 The Treasury has developed rules for these state and local recovery funds that emphasize spending on low-income communities and make such areas presumptively eligible for investments to rectify disparities.107 To date, states and localities have proposed plans for how to spend the funds in an equitable manner.108 To the extent that this aid dissemination includes investments in these communities, the impact of ARPA could also be long-lasting and life changing.

B. Constitutional Challenges to ARPA’s Racial-Equity Efforts

The RE investments that the Biden Administration made in ARPA gave those fighting for RE some hope.109 However, federal courts quickly dashed
away some of their optimism. Almost immediately after ARPA became law, an organized group led by senior Trump Administration officials filed suits against ARPA’s RE programs on behalf of white plaintiffs. This Section briefly summarizes the constitutional hurdles that ARPA’s RE efforts faced. It shows that legal jurisprudence today treats efforts to dismantle systemic racism the same as attempts to impose racial segregation. In a series of rulings, which will almost certainly be upheld by the Supreme Court, federal judges signaled that they would strip most RE efforts of their power.

1. Courts Strike Down Most Race-Based Programs

Over the past few decades, courts have tightened the reins on the use of any racial classifications, regardless of purpose. Whether they are pernicious or meant to ameliorate discrimination, such policies are treated with suspicion. At one time, it appeared that race-conscious policies were legal so long as they targeted historic discrimination. But the requirements for using racial classifications have become more stringent as we have moved further away from the eras when slavery and segregation were legal. Indeed, today’s judges have signaled that the government must act in a racially neutral and colorblind manner. Colorblindness, which was once used to dismantle white supremacy, is now used by judges to undermine and strike down programs that attempt to end social hierarchies.
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111. See Regents of the Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265 (1978) (striking down the use of specific race-based quotas but permitting the use of race as one factor in admissions policies to compensate victims of past discrimination).


According to the Supreme Court’s holding in *Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena*, government policies that classify people by race are presumptively invalid under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments. To overcome that presumption, the government must show that favoring one race over another is necessary to achieve a compelling state interest. Even when the government can show that it has a compelling interest, the remedy must be narrowly tailored to advance it. This is a very demanding standard, which few programs survive. The Court sometimes allows remedial policies to justify preferential treatment based on race, but only where several requirements are met. First, the policy must target a specific episode of past discrimination: it cannot rest on “a generalized assertion that there has been past discrimination in an entire industry.” Second, there must be evidence of intentional discrimination in the past. Finally, the government must have contributed to the past discrimination it seeks to remedy. As such, only if the government “show[s] that it had essentially become a ‘passive participant’ in a system of racial exclusion practiced by elements of [a] local . . . industry,” can it act to undo the discrimination. If the government cannot show that it actively or passively participated in this past discrimination, race-based remedial measures violate equal-protection principles. While addressing historic discrimination in general terms was once allowed, over time courts began to require more detailed explanations, along with substantial data to show that programs increase diversity. As we have moved further away from the enactment of civil-rights laws, courts have become increasingly impatient with race-conscious government efforts to tackle racism.

116. *Id.* at 234-35; U.S. Const. amends. V, XIV.
118. *Id.*
120. However, the standard is high. *City of Richmond v. J.A. Croson Co.*, 488 U.S. 469, 493-94 (1989); *Adarand*, 515 U.S. at 237.
122. *Id.* at 503 (requiring an “inference of discriminatory exclusion”). Statistical disparities are not sufficient, although they may be used as evidence to establish intentional discrimination. See *Aiken v. City of Memphis*, 37 F.3d 1155, 1163 (6th Cir. 1994); *United Black Firefighters Ass’n v. City of Akron*, 976 F.2d 999, 1011 (6th Cir. 1992).
124. *Id.*
There is a sense in which the judges expect racism to be “fixed” by a certain time.126 The government must prove that it discriminated against the specific groups for which it seeks to grant preferential treatment.

Even if the evidentiary hurdles are overcome, the program must be narrowly tailored. That is, the program must be neither overinclusive nor underinclusive.127 This requirement is a moving target in the sense that all programs are overinclusive and underinclusive, since no program will perfectly target an intended group. It is rather a question of the degree to which a program is overinclusive or underinclusive that is important, and the line is difficult to draw. The government sometimes discovers what exactly a court expects once a program is struck down, leaving them to either give up on the program or enact it again. Even if the government can make it past legislative hurdles, legislators sometimes give up once district- and appeals-court judges have struck down their programs.128 Some jurisdictions do not have the political will or resources to try again. Most importantly, the race-neutral alternatives do not tend to work as well as the race-conscious ones.129

2. Court Rulings Undermining Racial Equity in ARPA

Against this backdrop, courts have halted two programs from ARPA that promote RE: the loan-forgiveness program to disadvantaged farmers and the restaurant-aid priority for minority businesses. This was no accident. Organized conservative efforts, similar to those that have chipped away at affirmative

126. Justice O’Connor revealed a similar sentiment in Grutter when she suggested a twenty-five-year limit on race-conscious affirmative-action programs. Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306, 343 (2003). Eighteen years later, we are not much further along.


action, immediately sprang into action after the passage of the ARPA. Republican-appointed judges issued preliminary injunctions, reasoning that the programs were likely unconstitutional on equal-protection grounds.

In *Miller v. Vilsack*, five Texas farmers filed a lawsuit against the USDA alleging that its loan-forgiveness payments violate the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments. Specifically, the plaintiffs in *Miller* argued that section 1005 of ARPA violates the equal-protection rights promised under the Constitution because the statutory provision limits loan forgiveness to borrowers who qualify as an SDFR, a designation based on race.

On July 1, 2021, Judge O’Connor, an appointee of President George W. Bush, certified two classes of farmers and ranchers for that lawsuit. As a result, the lawsuit will proceed as a class action against the USDA. In the same order, Judge O’Connor issued a preliminary injunction in favor of the plaintiffs that prevents the USDA from distributing debt-relief payments to any SDFRs under section 1005 of the ARPA. The injunction applies to debt-relief payments to all SDFRs nationwide, comporting with the fact that preliminary injunctions are intended to preserve the status quo. Recently, a group of Black farmers filed a motion to intervene in the case alleging that the debt relief is crucial to the survival of their business.

While there is an opportunity for a judge to lift this injunction before the case is fully resolved, two similar nationwide injunctions were recently issued by

---


134. Id. at 23-24.

135. Id. at 1.

federal judges in different jurisdictions. If these injunctions stand, it seems unlikely that the debt-relief payments under section 1005 will be issued in the coming months or even years.

Courts have held that even if remedying past discrimination was a compelling interest, the debt-relief program was not narrowly tailored to serve the interest of remedying past discrimination. The government’s evidence did not demonstrate specific instances of intentional discrimination against SDFRs who hold qualifying USDA loans. And any SDFRs who may have experienced racial discrimination but did not hold qualifying loans were not eligible for the relief, rendering section 1005 underinclusive.

Similarly, within days of the SBA announcing that it would begin issuing the priority restaurant aid, conservative groups challenged the constitutionality of the measure. For example, a pair of white restaurant owners sued the SBA, claiming that the government did not have the right “to deny Americans access to federal assistance based on their ethnicity and gender.” On May 28, Judge O’Connor, the same judge who ruled on the aid for farmers, issued an injunction preventing the SBA from distributing outstanding funds to applicants in the priority category who had been approved for their grants but had not received the money yet. The order was meant protect those who were not in the priority


138. See, e.g., Miller, No. 4:21-cv-00595-O, at 15–16; Holman, No. 21-1085-STA, slip op. at 8–10 (order granting preliminary injunction).

139. Holman, No. 21-1085-STA-jay, slip op. at 7 (“Also, although Defendants have asserted that the majority of funding in pandemic relief efforts did not reach minority farmers, they have not provided evidence of ‘specific episodes’ of present intentional discrimination by Defendants.”).

140. Id. at 9 (“The Wynn court also commented on the dearth of evidence of prior discrimination by the USDA in farm loans toward Asians, Native Hawaiians, and Pacific Islanders, groups which are included in Section 1005, thus leading to an inference that Section 1005 is overinclusive as well as being underinclusive.”).


142. Blessed Cajuns LLC, slip op. at 1.
category, a group made up largely of white individuals, from irreparable harm.143
The right-wing advocacy group America First Legal—run by former Trump advisor Stephen Miller and Trump White House Chief of Staff Mark Meadows144—filed this lawsuit on behalf of white restaurant owners in Texas and Pennsylvania.145

The Wisconsin Institute for Law and Liberty, another conservative advocacy group, filed a separate lawsuit on behalf of Antonio Vitolo, the owner of Jake’s Bar and Grill, a restaurant in Harriman, Tennessee.146 Vitolo filed a notice of appeal asking the district court to enjoin the law’s race and sex preferences until his appeal was decided.147 The district court denied that motion and the motion for a preliminary injunction.148 The district court also declined to issue a restraining order because Vitolo was unlikely to succeed on the merits of his claim.149

A federal appeals court ruled in favor of a Tennessee bar and restaurant owner, granting an injunction against the SBA, who prioritized COVID-19 relief funds based upon the restaurant owner’s race and sex.150 Two of the three judges on the panel, appointed by Presidents Reagan and George W. Bush, voted to overturn the district-court ruling and impose the injunction, reasoning that “[u]nder a regulation that predates the pandemic, the agency presumes certain applicants are socially disadvantaged based solely on their race or ethnicity.”151

The dissenting opinion, from Sixth Circuit Judge Donald, an Obama appointee, underscored the majority’s failure to acknowledge the history of systemic discrimination in the United States: “The majority’s reasoning suggests

143. Id. at 10 (“Plaintiffs are experiencing race and sex discrimination at the hand of government officials . . . .”).
147. Id.
148. Id.
150. Vitolo, 999 F.3d at 353.
151. Id. at 356–57.
we live in a world in which centuries of intentional discrimination and oppression of racial minorities have been eradicated. The majority’s reasoning suggests we live in a world in which the COVID-19 pandemic did not exacerbate the disparities enabled by those centuries of discrimination.\footnote{Id. at 366 (Donald, J., dissenting).} The current culture war over Critical Race Theory suggests that Judge Donald is correct.\footnote{See Valerie Strauss, The Culture War over Critical Race Theory Looks Like the One Waged 50 Years Ago over Sex Education, WASH. POST (July 25, 2021, 7:00 AM EDT), https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/2021/07/25/critical-race-theory-sex-education-culture-wars \[https://perma.cc/57LY-VH3T\].} There is a group of Americans, including many conservative judges, who reject the notion of systemic racism altogether.\footnote{See, e.g., Clea Simon, Facing the Denial of American Racism, HARV. GAZETTE (June 5, 2020), https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2020/06/facing-the-denial-of-american-racism \[https://perma.cc/G8E3-8T27\] (discussing the phenomenon of racism denial); Harvey C. Mansfield, The 'Systemic Racism’ Dodge, WALL. ST. J. (Sept. 18, 2020, 2:42 PM ET), https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-systemic-racism-dodge-11600434532 \[https://perma.cc/DLB6-VZKC\] (rejecting the concept of systemic racism); Erin Burnett Out Front, 'I Don't Believe That:' Trump Denies Systemic Racism in US, CNN (Sept. 1, 2020), https://www.cnn.com/video/politics/2020/09/01/trump-systemic-racism-ebol-vpx.cnn \[https://perma.cc/S3LY-ULYC\] (video showing President Trump denying systemic racism exists); Jazmine Ulloa, Sonia Sotomayor Is the Lone Voice on Systemic Racism on the Most Conservative Supreme Court in Decades, BOS. GLOBE (June 28, 2020), https://www.bostonglobe.com/2020/06/28/nation/her-daca-dissent-sonia-sotomayor-shows-shes-voice-one-systemic-racism-most-conservative-supreme-court-decades \[https://perma.cc/LCD7-44CE\] (underscoring Justice Sotomayor as the only voice on the Court speaking out against systemic racism).} The court rulings were not completely unexpected, but they were a blow to those who finally saw some forward momentum on RE. These rulings could of course be overturned, but given today’s judicial landscape, that is unlikely. However, the Biden Administration and Congress have other tools at their disposal, such as removing discriminatory rules that do not depend on race-based classifications.\footnote{Fact Sheet: Biden-Harris Administration Announces New Actions to Build Black Wealth and Narrow the Racial Wealth Gap, WHITE HOUSE (June 1, 2021), https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/06/01/fact-sheet-biden-harris-administration-announces-new-actions-to-build-black-wealth-and-narrow-the-racial-wealth-gap \[https://perma.cc/4TVE-AG8F\] (describing the Administration’s efforts to narrow the racial wealth gap including addressing inequity in home appraisals and increasing federal contracting with small disadvantaged businesses).} With courts standing in the way, RE must be promoted in a neutral, indirect way that ignores systemic discrimination. This potentially weakens two parts of the RE analysis. That is, even if racial classifications are not always necessary, it is doubtful that RE can be achieved without them ever being used. It is also an open question whether one can tackle the root causes of racial inequities
through indirect means, since using proxies of racial classifications is also un-
constitutional.156

III. RACIAL EQUITY STILL FEELS FAR AWAY

Having analyzed several provisions in ARPA under the RE continuum, it is
now possible to underscore some of the challenges that the Biden Administra-
tion (and likely future equity-promoting administrations) will encounter not
only in its continued implementation of ARPA in coming years, but more im-
portantly, in any of its efforts to promote RE. ARPA was most successful in its
targeting of those in need. Where it fell short was in its tackling of systemic rac-
ism and its colorblindness. The former is something that the Administration and
Congress can do more about (despite constitutional hurdles), while the latter
remains a contentious issue, with the Supreme Court apparently favoring a
colorblind approach.

A. Tackling Systemic Economic Issues

As discussed above, several parts of ARPA’s generous aid to those in need are
unlikely to tackle the deeply embedded systemic issues that cause racial inequity
in the first place. Here, the Biden Administration has opportunities to improve
in its RE promotion going forward. ARPA relied heavily on the tax system to
distribute aid.157 This has advantages and drawbacks for RE. Whereas govern-
ment policies generally cannot classify based on race, they can make distinctions
based on income and favor those with low or high incomes.158 Indeed, our in-
come-tax system does this frequently.159 This permitted distinction based on in-
come allows the government to aid the poor and disadvantaged through the tax
system and give billions in benefits to the wealthy.160 From an equity perspective,

156. See, e.g., Junis L. Baldon, Getting Real About Race and Class: An Evaluation of the Consti-
tutionality of Class-Based, Socioeconomic Affirmative Action Without Grutter, 24 U. MIA. BUS. L. REV.
19, 20 (2016) (arguing that socioeconomic affirmative action is vulnerable to constitutional
challenge because it can be seen as a proxy for race).

157. Watson & York, supra note 11.

158. Distinctions based on income would only trigger rational-basis review, which is a much lower
bar. See, e.g., San Antonio Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1, 51 (1973) (allowing ex-
penditure disparities in school funding despite a long history of financial inequity in San An-
tonio).

159. See, for example, the earned-income tax credit, supra note 18. See also the estate tax, which
levies a tax on the transfers of taxable estates of wealthy taxpayers. Id. § 2001.

160. See, e.g., Andrew D. Pike, No Wealthy Parent Left Behind: An Analysis of Tax Subsidies for Higher
Education, 56 Am. U. L. REV. 1229 (2007); Chuck Marr, Chye-Ching Huang, Arloc Sherman
the tax system is a promising vehicle for equity delivery because there is a large overlap between those on the lower end of the income distribution and those who have endured the harshest results from inequitable policies. As the statistics on the earned-income tax credit (EITC) and the child tax credit (CTC) have shown, the tax system can deliver aid efficiently. ARPA has helped the poor. But the income-tax system has its limits. It is at best an incomplete proxy that does not capture race, sex, or the ways in which the wealthy avoid paying taxes.

Regardless of its role as a proxy for disadvantage, the income-tax system results in a retreat into colorblindness that is against the very spirit of equity, which looks to historical injustices and seeks particularistic solutions. That is not to say that there is not a place in the policy realm for these tax-based programs, but rather that ultimately, they do not make the structural changes called for by more impactful RE policies. While ARPA targeted need, it did not change the tax subsidies that tend to offer few benefits to the poor and disproportionately benefit the rich. Through its provisions of subsidies for homeownership, retirement accounts, and retirement property, the tax system actively helps those with higher incomes build wealth, further widening the racial wealth gap. RE cannot be achieved if the tax system continues to subsidize disproportionately those at the top. Provisions like the joint-income tax return (with its marriage penalty

---


and bonus) and preferences for capital gains have led white wealth to grow while leaving Black families further and further behind.165

We could imagine efforts in the tax system that are more equity based. For example, a wealth tax or enhanced estate tax would attempt to do something about inherited wealth inequality that hampers the life chances of millions of Americans.166 As discussed above, wealth is key to fixing other inequities because of its intergenerational role in affecting many life decisions.167 ARPA did not address the pandemic-related increase in the racial wealth gap,168 in which Black households had fewer emergency savings to fall back on during the pandemic and saw bigger disruptions in their education, retirement planning, and homeownership during the pandemic than white households.169 However, it still provided some much needed help.

The tax system is not designed to allow for race-based solutions, and reforming it along those lines would likely be unconstitutional.170 Conversely, it is quite difficult to show that the tax system is discriminatory based on race. Potential plaintiffs would have to show that there was discriminatory intent on the part of the legislators who designed the tax system.171 Given that the IRS does not even collect statistics on race, which would be needed to track how the tax system disadvantages Black individuals, this would be almost impossible to do.172 So while the disparate effect of tax provisions on racial minorities can be shown generally, they cannot be shown with the specificity necessary to challenge the

---

165. “Current exclusions, as we’ve seen, privilege white taxpayers with existing wealth at the expense of black taxpayers without it.” DOROTHY A. BROWN, THE WHITENESS OF WEALTH 206 (2021).


167. See, e.g., Liz Mineo, Racial Wealth Gap May Be a Key to Other Inequities, HARV. GAZETTE (June 3, 2021), https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2021/06/racial-wealth-gap-may-be-a-key-to-other-inequities [https://perma.cc/L3AK-G6GN].


171. See, e.g., Davis, 426 U.S. 229 (establishing that laws that have a racially discriminatory effect but were not adopted to advance a racially discriminatory purpose are valid under the Constitution).

172. See Bearer-Friend, supra note 13, at 2.
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tax system’s discriminatory policies and effects. The disadvantaged taxpayer has no recourse when the tax system treats them inequitably.

The tax system is broadly overinclusive and underinclusive in its redistribution and transfers.\textsuperscript{173} After all, income is just an approximation of what we actually want to tax (e.g., privilege, ability to pay, and the like).\textsuperscript{174} There are high-wealth individuals who have minimal tax liabilities because they do not report high income annually.\textsuperscript{175} A $1,400 stimulus check, while helpful, is still small compared to the thousands the rich save each year through the mortgage-interest deduction or tax-free retirement accounts. Unsurprisingly, many have called for more effective targeting of wealth in our tax system.\textsuperscript{176}

The problems with the tax system are not impossible or even difficult to design around. Tax scholars have proposed a variety of clever and effective proposals that would result in a more equitable tax system, thereby reversing at least some historical inequity.\textsuperscript{177} For instance, Dorothy Brown has made a sensible set

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{174} See, e.g., Daniel N. Shaviro, \textit{Commentary: Inequality, Wealth, and Endowment}, 53 \textsc{Tax L. Rev.} 397, 398–99 (2000) (“[N]either ‘wealth’ nor ‘income’ nor ‘consumption’ plausibly can be what we really want to tax. Rather, the defense of any of these bases must lie in its capacity to provide a crude proxy for something else that is relevant to distributive justice but cannot be directly observed. What is this other underlying thing? While unlikely to be the subject of universal agreement, it has something to do with inequality. After all, to the extent benefit taxation is unfeasible, there presumably would be no objection to raising all government revenues through a uniform head tax but for the idea that those who are better-off should bear greater burdens. Inequality therefore plays an important role in a variety of views of distributive justice, although under any it rests at least one turtle from the bottom.”).
\item \textsuperscript{175} Chuck Marr, Samantha Jacoby & Kathleen Bryant, \textit{Substantial Income of Wealthy Households Escapes Annual Taxation or Enjoys Special Tax Breaks}, \textsc{Ctr. on Budget & Pol’ly Priorities} (Nov. 13, 2019), https://www.cbpp.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/11-13-19tax.pdf [https://perma.cc/R36T-GWDY].
\end{itemize}
of proposals that would set the tax system on a course toward promoting RE: (1) publishing data by race (2) removing tax preferences, which tend to benefit wealthy white individuals, and (3) establishing a reparations tax credit that compensates individuals for historic discrimination.\(^{178}\) Because the race-based option is unavailable, Brown proposes a second-best option that would also reduce the racial wealth gap: creating a “wealth-based refundable tax credit for individual taxpayers whose wealth is below the median.”\(^{179}\) ARPA did good work by directing more money toward those at the bottom of the income distribution. But it did not remove the tax preferences that disproportionately benefit the wealthy. Tackling the racial wealth gap would more directly target the intergenerational inequities RE seeks to remove, while increasing economic well-being across the economy.\(^{180}\)

Brown’s proposal is one of many. In past work, I have proposed a refundable credit that would go into wealth-building accounts for minorities.\(^{181}\) Along with income-support policies and more wealth taxation, the tax system should also support the building of wealth. A similar idea has been proposed by economists in the form of baby bonds.\(^{182}\) There are also several congressional proposals to tax wealth more effectively. For example, Congress has debated changes that would shore up the estate tax, increase taxes on capital gains, and tax capital gains at death.\(^{183}\) All of these would do more to level down wealth at the top and move us closer to a more equitable system.

While ARPA provided aid, it did not fundamentally change the current inequality-reproducing system for racial minorities. Such solutions are often complicated means-based benefits\(^{184}\) or tax-centered solutions. These efforts are laudable in that they tend to have a disparate impact on disadvantaged minorities.\(^{185}\) However, because income is a useful but ultimately incomplete proxy for

\(^{178}\) Brown, supra note 165, at 202.

\(^{179}\) Id. at 220.

\(^{180}\) Chui et al., supra note 40.

\(^{181}\) Maynard, supra note 164, at 175-77164.


\(^{185}\) See, e.g., Chuck Marr & Yixuan Huang, Women of Color Especially Benefit from Working Family Tax Credits, CTR. ON BUDGET & POL’Y PRIORITIES (Sept. 9, 2019), https://www.cbpp.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/9-9-19tax.pdf [https://perma.cc/6MEF-K8MQ] (showing that
inequality, these tax-based solutions rarely tackle the more long-lasting nature of racial wealth inequities. In addition, the tax system itself has historically promoted inequality. A reimagined tax system could be a tool for RE. But as it currently stands, it does very little to tackle the ingrained barriers to success for disadvantaged groups.

B. Confronting the Empty Promise of Colorblindness

Perhaps more troubling than some of ARPA’s internal limitations is the judicial response suggesting that impactful RE policies are unconstitutional. Courts force other branches of government to opt for second-best solutions for RE. The executive and legislative branches can target those in need, and they can try to tackle systemic issues without explicitly using race, but this robs RE of some of its intent and power. Policies and programs that would tackle inequities directly are out of reach, which only strengthens the inequitable status quo.

The court rulings on race-based classifications are important for understanding the challenge of achieving RE because they underscore the fact that RE is not an agreed-upon American value. For a large percentage of citizens, legislators, and judges, colorblindness still holds sway and any policy that disproportionately benefits any race is seen as racist. Colorblindness, which was once used as a tool to dismantle racial hierarchy, is now seen as a tool to protect white “victims” from RE efforts. This points to larger political disagreements around whether everyone should be treated exactly the same or whether groups should be treated differently based on historic discrimination. Neither ARPA nor any other economic legislation can remedy this divide.

While I do not argue that race consciousness is necessary for every economic-assistance program, it is necessary for some. This consideration plays into the larger debate about whether we should tackle inequality through targeted or

---


187 See Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 347 U.S. 483 (1954). See also, for example, Justice Harlan’s dissent in Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537, 559 (1896) (Harlan, J., dissenting), which argued, “[t]he Constitution is color-blind, and neither knows nor tolerates classes among citizens. In respect of civil rights, all citizens are equal before the law.”

universal programs. Here I agree with Sam Bagenstos’s argument that we need both targeted and universal programs to tackle inequality.\footnote{Samuel R. Bagenstos, \textit{Universalism and Civil Rights (with Notes on Voting Rights After Shelby)}, 123 YALE L.J. 2838, 2843 (2014).} Courts have made using race-conscious solutions increasingly difficult. For example, before the \textit{Shelby County v. Holder}\footnote{570 U.S. 529 (2013).} decision, federal law considered the discriminatory history of certain voting precincts and required them to have their voting rules approved by the government.\footnote{Id. at 529.} The Supreme Court invalidated this requirement, which has resulted in increased voting requirements and voter suppression, both of which disproportionately harm racial minorities.\footnote{See, e.g., P.R. Lockhart, \textit{How Shelby County v. Holder Upended Voting Rights in America}, Vox (June 25, 2019, 7:49 PM), https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/6/25/18701277/shelby-county-v-holder-anniversary-voting-rights-suppression-congress [https://perma.cc/3G23-BKTS].} Class-based affirmative action has been found to be inferior to race-based efforts in achieving diversity and equity.\footnote{Khiara M. Bridges, \textit{The Deserving Poor, the Undeserving Poor, and Class-Based Affirmative Action}, 66 EMORY L.J. 1049 (2017).} The judicial reaction to ARPA is part of a larger effort to promote colorblind constitutionalism that dovetails with scholars who argue for universalist solutions because they attract more political support.\footnote{See, e.g., Kenji Yoshino, \textit{The New Equal Protection}, 124 HARV. L. REV. 747 (2011); Michelle A. Travis, \textit{Toward Positive Equality: Taking the Disparate Impact Out of Disparate Impact Theory}, 16 LEWIS & CLARK L. REV. 527, 552-59 (2012).} At this time, it is impossible to answer the question of whether RE can ever be achieved under these limiting conditions. What does seem apparent is that failure to tackle systemic issues directly puts us on a longer course toward RE. Recently, economic historians have shown that there has been complete stagnation in the racial wealth gap since the 1980s and predicted that the gap will take hundreds of years to close with current policies.\footnote{Ellora Derenoncourt, Chi Hyun Kim, Moritz Kuhn & Moritz Schularick, \textit{The Racial Wealth Gap, 1860-2020} (Aug. 29, 2021) (unpublished manuscript), https://www.dropbox.com/s/7z052vwrmpoi9b/DKKS_2021.pdf?dl=0 [https://perma.cc/9265-L9R8] (showing that even under ideal conditions, racial wealth convergence is a distant scenario given vastly different starting conditions under slavery).} Shortening that horizon will require direct challenges to current constitutional understandings coupled with bold policy action, like reparations.
CONCLUSION

ARPA and the response by courts have shown us that high hurdles remain to achieving RE. This is not only a matter of one election or even getting the executive and legislative branches to pass laws. Today, many courts equate efforts to promote RE with efforts to promote racial segregation. The odds of having all three branches in perfect alignment are slim. ARPA also illustrates weaknesses in our current understanding of the Constitution as limiting the government’s ability to redress historic wrongs. The status quo limitations are so strong that it is hard to imagine any large pro-equality advancements in the foreseeable future.

At our current pace, achieving RE will be a centuries-long project.196 This is discouraging, but highlights the importance of continuing the fight for wealth taxation and other levies on capital. It also underscores the smallness of the tax system when tackling a problem as embedded as RE. There are many decisions, regulations, and laws that have embedded racism structurally and systematically. The tax system serves as an efficient compensator of harm, but this is not always what the victims of harm want. Instead of after-the-fact compensation for discrimination, victims of inequities often prefer to have the discrimination eliminated.197 That is the purpose of RE. The tax system can play an important role in promoting RE, even if it is not the leading one.

And yet, there is hope. The Biden Administration is engaging in equity efforts that do not raise constitutional issues. The Administration’s commitment to ending private prisons and eliminating discrimination in federal housing is ongoing. States, cities, and localities still have substantial abilities to distribute aid equitably under ARPA for several years.198 While it will take more work to accomplish, there is more momentum than ever for important RE work like


197. See, e.g., Tomer Blumkin & Yoram Margalioth, On the Limits of Redistributive Taxation: Establishing a Case for Equity-Informed Legal Rules, 25 VA. TAX REV. 1, 15 (2005) (noting how antidiscrimination policy might be one of the cases where the tax and transfer policy is inadequate).

ending sentencing disparities that hurt Black and Hispanic people,\textsuperscript{199} paying reparations for victims of slavery and segregation,\textsuperscript{200} and ending housing discrimination.\textsuperscript{201} This still leaves us with hope as none of these problems are inherent or inevitable. We can still turn them around.
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\textsuperscript{200} See, e.g., Kevin Freking, \textit{Biden Backs Studying Reparations as Congress Considers Bill}, ASSOC. PRESS (Feb. 17, 2021), https://apnews.com/article/biden-study-reparations-congress-e3c045ec4d0c0ac393a18a094327c [https://perma.cc/KZ92-8Q6C].